we discussed the applicability of the white-noise analysissynthesis technique to the study of neural systems and presented results of its application to the horizontal cell + ganglion cell (type B) system in the catfish retina. We showed that the method has significant advantages over the traditional testing of neural systems with step/sine wave stimuli and that the resulting characterizations (models) describe the physical systems with reasonable accuracy. In this part we describe results of the single-input white-noise analysis performed on the light + horizontal cell and light + ganlion cell systems. The horizontal cell + ganglion cell (type A) system is also anaiyzed. The input is light given either to the "center" (spot) or the "surround" (annulus) or the full area (field) of the receptive field. A spot of light placed at the center of the receptive field excited most effectively the postulated local mechanism, while an annulus of light excited most effectively the integrating mechanism (15). The horizontal cell output is a slow continuous potential, while the ganglion cell output is in terms of discrete signals (spike discharges).
The obtained characterizing nonlinear models are able to predict the response of the system with a mean square error (mse) of less than 25y0 in a 32-set simulation time (see part I (9) (e.g., ref 3, 5, 6, 17) . In a companion paper (part III (10)) we analyze the neural chains with two-input white-noise signals. This allows us to study their interaction and the fashion in which they synthesize the receptive-field responses.
METHODS
The eye cup preparation of the channel catfish, lctalurus @wactatus, has been used for all Figure 1 shows two first-order kernels, h,(t), for the light + horizontal cell system obtained by a field white-noise stimulus (light given to full area of receptive field) at two different mean intensity levels. That is, this (mean) intensity level is modulated in time in white-noise fashion, the amplitude of modulation having a Gaussian distribution about this mean intensitv. The dynamic range of modulation is approximately 1.6 log units (i.e., a 40 to 1 variation over the entire frequency bandwidth).
It is noted (as exhibited by h,) that the system at a high mean intensity is somewhat underdamped with kernel h, having an initial large negative, hyperpolarizing peak (shown as an upward deflection in the figure) followed by a smaller positive, depolarizing swing. At the lower mean intensity the sys tern is considerably less underdamped. At the high mean intensity the latency of the system is 15 msec and its peak response time is 50 msec, while at the lower mean intensity level the latency is 25 msec and , 32 A 28 T -24 i--8 peak response time is 70 msec. In goldfish the latency of the L-type horizontal cell response is 23 msec (19), a value comparable to that found in the present analysis. The amplitude of h1 is larger in the case of the higher mean intensity level as the input signal range is larger in this case (to have constant modulation depth) and also because the operating point (point A in Fig. 1 insert) is in a region of higher gain. As explained elsewhere (9) kernel h1 is the "impulse response" of the best linear model of the system. Figure 2 shows h,'s of the light + horizontal cell system for low and high mean intensities. These were calculated from the same data obtained from the same unit for which the h,'s shown in Fig. 1 were computed. The second-order kernel (h2) signifies the deviation of the system from linearity due to interaction between two portions of the input in past times (see part I). It is thus a measure of the (second order) nonlinearity of the system under study. It can be seen in the figure that there is an accumulation of significant negativity, i.e., a depression of the response, at about Xl = 40 msec, 'T;'~ = 40 msec (thus symmetrical to the two time axes). This reflects the fact that the relationship between the intensity of light flash and resulting horizontal cell response is almost logarithmic within the tested dynamic range. Recalling that
it is noted that the coefficients of the linear and the quadratic terms have similar relationships with the peak values of the linear (h,) and quadratic (h2) kernels. There is a secondary positive peak (enhancement of the responses) at z1 = 40 msec, x2 = 96 msec, indicating that if two stimulus pulses are given, response enhancement occurs 96 msec following the first pulse if the pulses are separated by 50 msec. Although there were minor differences in the exact location and the relative height of the peaks, the h,'s from the light + horizontal cell svstem for different mean intensity levels as well as different preparations shared the characteristics associated with the h,'s shown in Fig. 2 As shown, the elevation contours are drawn at equal increments. These kernels A are from the horizontal cells whose linear kernels are , shown in Fig. 1 . I
The third-order kernel h&r, z2, rS) was also computed for the light + horizontal cell system where the signal-to-noise ratio is more favorable than in other systems studied in the catfish retina. However, there is no convenient means to represent the third-order kernel and, as far as the light + horizontal cell system is concerned, it seems to play only a very small part (see DISCUSSION) .
The set (h,, h2, h3) is the model which completely specifies the system light + horizontal cell as to its nonlinear dynamic stimulus-response characteristics.
As discussed in part I (9), performance of a given white-noise-derived model can best be judged by its response to a white-noise input, as such an input tests the system over the whole amplitude and frequency spectra to which it is capable of responding. Figure  3 shows the white-noise light input signal (trace A), the experimental response of the system to this stimulus (trace B), and the responses of a sequence of models of increasing order to the same white-noise input; namely: I) model response (trace C) computed from (h,), the linear model; 2) model response (trace D) computed from (h,, h,), the second-order model; and 3) model response (trace E) computed from (h,, h2, h3), the third-order model. The records shown are a portion from the 3%sec-long experimental and model responses. As seen in the figure the first-order model is able to reproduce the response patterns to a good degree of accuracy, indicating that the system is nearly linear.
As explained in part I, a measure of the model performance is its deviation, over the total white-noise stimulus-response record length (3%set in this case), from the experimental response. This deviation is measured in terms of the mean square error (mse). The zeroth-order model (h,) is a constant equal to the average value of the response over the total experimental white-noise record. The mse for the (h,) model is normalized to 100 units. Then, the mse for the firstorder model of the light + horizontal cell system is ZOoj',, while the mse for the secondorder model is 15yo indicating, therefore, a substantial improvement of the model by the addition of the second-order nonlinearity. Inspection of the white-noise responses indicates that the improvement was mainly due to correcting the high-frequency response, rise and fall times, and peak-tovalley relationships.
It has been reported Moreover, because of a large increase in the mse, it appears that h&r, x2, x3), in this case, was weighed too heavily through the dependence l/P" on the whitenoise power level P (i.e., the value of P was chosen lower than it really was). The power spectrum computed from the (experimental) response of the light -3 horizontal cell system had a cutoff frequency at around 9 Hz at the medium mean intensity level (Fig. 4) . The system became slower (frequency responsewise) for lower mean intensity levels and faster for higher mean intensity level (also see Figs. 1 and 2). A similar observation has been made on the aspartate-isolated receptor potential and electroretinograms of the catfish retina (7). Thus, these slow potentials share with those found in other retinas a common feature: the response becomes faster at higher mean intensity levels. As expected, the power spectrum for the second-order nonlinear model showed a considerable improvement in the high-frequency region over the power spectrum of the linear model. frequency region, although it deviated considerably in the lower frequency region of the power spectrum (this could be expected from the larger mse for the thirdorder model). These points can be seen in Fig. 4 spot h,. The latency of the annular hi was about 1 5 msec while the latency of the spot h1 was about 26 msec. In both cases the latency decreased with increasing mean intensi ty level. The peak-response time of the annular h1 was 75 msec at low mean intensi tv levels and decreased to 55 msec at high-mean intensities. In contrast, the spot peak-response time was 85 msec and remained unchanged at the different intensity levels. These phenomena can also be observed in the response power spectra in which the spot white-noise response has a cutoff at a much lower frequency than the annular white-noise response (see Fig. 3 
in part III, ref IO).
These observations indicate the following: a) the latency of the spot response 1s longer than that of the annular response; b, as to their frequency response, the spot response 1s slower than th .e annular response (i.e., th .e annular sys tern responds to higher frequencies than the spot system does); and c) the annular system changes its characteristics in going from the lower to the higher mean intensity levels, while the spot system's characteristics remain relatively unchanged. It is suggested (part III, ref IO) that the faster annular response is possibly due to a feedback path from the horizontal cell to the receptors (see ref 2). It is expected that, in such a case, this path is not active at low intensities.
Light + ganglion cell (spike) system
As it has been commented in part I (9), white-noise analysis of a spike train presents two inherent difficulties: I) The signal-tonoise ratio of the spike train is less than that of the stable analog signal (such as the horizontal cell response) due to the jitter of the spike-triggering mechanism (as shown in Fig. 1 of part I (9)). From the point of view of information transmission, the channel capacity is less with spike trains. 2) Five to ten averages of the response are needed to produce a smooth and continuous function of the spike discharges (instantaneous spike-frequency function), thus necessitating longer experimental times. It is also difficult to subject a given ganglion cell to as many cases of white-noise analysis as it might be wished since life of a given unit or a given preparation is limited. Preliminary harmonic analysis of the response evoked by sinusoidal stimuli showed a rectifying nonlinearity with a strong second harmonic and a small third harmonic. Therefore, with all light + ganglion cell system studies, calculations were limited to the second-order kernels.
In the following analysis of the ganglion cell discharges our interpretations of the results are based on conclusions reached in previous studies (12-l 5). charge. These five identifying experiments, whose h,'s (linear models) are depicted in Fig. 7 , were all performed on a single preparation and with the same horizontal cell and ganglion cell unit and, therefore, under the exactly same experimental conditions. Therefore, this figure exhibits (to the best linear approximation) the relationships between the dynamics of the different subsystems that make up the catfish type A receptive field. The h, for the light (spot) + ganglion cell system is a largely monophasic positive peak (indicating an increased spike discharge frequency as a response to an impulse input) followed by a smaller negative swing (indicating a decreased spike discharge frequency); i.e., the spot hI is slightly underdamped. The h,'s for the annular and field light + ganglion cell systems have an intial sharp positive peak (initial on-discharge) followed by an equally sharp negative peak (a period of depression) with a smaller positive overshoot; i.e., both kernels are strongly underdamped. These characteristics of the h,'s of the light + ganglion cell systems suggest the following: for an annular or a field input the system, to a linear approximation, acts as a differentiator (a field stimulus would evoke a nearly perfectly differentiated response as seen from the equal amplitudes of the positive and negative peak), i.e., the system responds mainly to changes in the input (transient discharge) rather than the input intensity level. On the other hand, for a spot input the system is slow and its negative swing is far less than the positive peak; the system detects the magnitude of input level (sustained discharge). Since, as shown previously and also on the same figure, the light + horizontal cell system responds mainly to the magnitude of the input level (notice h, for this system in Fig. 7) This is in contrast with the light + horizontal cell system where the mse of the first-order model was 20% or less. In the second-order models mse's were reduced to 21 y0 (annulus) and 19% (spot) suggesting a strong nonlinearity in the system. This improvement, brought by the second-order model, can be seen most prominently as sharpening of positive peaks and "rectification" or cutoff of the negative peaks present in the first-order (linear) model responses. The power spectrum analysis (Fig. 9 ) shows that the annular system response has a peak at about 6 Hz and a cutoff frequency of about 10 Hz, and exhibits characteristics of a high-pass filter (differentiator). It is noted that addition of the nonlinearities (h,) improves the high-frequency response. The power spectrum of the spot response (Fig. 10) Moreover, the local mechanism shows characteristics of a lowpass filter, while the integrating system has higher bandpass characteristics. Figure 7B shows the h1 for the horizontal cell -+ ganglion cell together with the h, of the light + horizontal cell system using for the experiment the same horizontal cell into which the current was injected. The h1 shown in the figure is a sharp negative wave followed by a smaller positive overshoot, indicating that a hyperpolarizing impulse of the horizontal cell potential produces an initial depression of the ganglion response followed by an off-discharge. This is what is expected as the ganglion cell was a type A cell in which a central spot (or depolarization of the horizontal cell) gives rise to an on-discharge, while an annulus (or hyperpolarization of the horizontal cell) gives rise to on-off discharges as evidenced by the h,'s for the spot and annulus ganglion systems ( Fig. 74 . The on part of the response results from rectification described by the nonlinear kernel h2 (see (9)) are found nearly identical in waveform but the polarity is reversed. Figure 11 shows the h,'s for a type A and a type IS unit for system horizontal cell + ganglion cell. The nonlinear kernels for the two types of field exhibit very similar characteristics: a concentrated area of high positivity (for r1 = 20-60 msec, ~~ = 20-60 msec) and a spread-out area of low negativity. The functional significance of these areas has been discussed (9) .
It is concluded that, within the accuracy of our measurements, it was impossible to distinguish major differences in the dynamic characteristics of this neuron chain (horizontal cell + ganglion cell) forming the two receptive fields, except for the polarity reversal; i.e., a positive pulse in a type A neuron chain will produce a response which is indistinguishable from the response evoked by a negative pulse in a type I3 neuron chain, and vice versa.
The horizontal cell + ganglion cell system is the fastest among the retinal systems studied so far in the catfish retina; latency is about 10 msec and peak response time is 50 msec. It was noted earlier that h1 for the light (annulus) + ganglion system had a latency of 30 msec and a peak response time of 70 msec. responses to white-noise stimulus (A) and corresponding power spectra. The question arises as to whether the logarithmic transformation of the light intensity input, as manifested by the horizontal cell response, occurs at the initial photoreceptor stage (case a) or at the final horiontal membrane stage (case b) of the light + horizontal system. Thus, two hypo theses are made which are shown schematically in Fig. 12A . It can be shown that in case a where the delta function is due to the fact that a no-memory (static) nonlinearity is assumed. If the nonlinearity is not nomemory, some spread around the diagonal h = r2) of h2 is expected. Examining h2 (I~, z2) in Fig. 2 it is noted that case b is more likely than case a. This, therefore, implies that the amplitude compression of the input precedes the linear processing which occurs at the final stages of this system. It is noted that the size of the receptor potential has been described by a similar transformation, a hyperbolic tangent curve (1, 4, 20) .
To estimate the contributions of the higher (than second) order kernels, a preliminary harmonic analysis of the horizontal cell response to sinusoidal stimuli was performed. These sinusoidal responses exhibit an asymmetric (slow-on, fast-off) characteristic, as shown schematically in Fig.  12B , having the following harmonic content (a) where A, is the normalized coefficient of the nth harmonic (see also Fig. 12B ). This dynamic nonlinearity exists over the entire system bandwidth but it is more prominent for frequencies higher than about 4 Hz. The value of a was found to be between three-fourths and two-thirds, thus making the third harmonic content very small. Hence, it is expected that the third-order kernel h3 contributes very little to the system response, thus confirming our results.
The results of our analysis, so far, have shown that the second-order model for the light + horizontal cell system is sufficiently good as it could synthesize the response of the system to a white-noise input with a mse of 5-15y0
for different experimental conditions and preparations.
In the catfish retina, the second-order nonlinear models, in all cases, have proved to be satisfactory quantitative descriptions of the neuron chains with mse of 25% or less (9, 10) .
Our finding that the spot system is slower (latencywise and frequency responsewise) is a surprising result in view of the fact that the spot white-noise input was brighter than the annular white-noise input in the experiments described.
This difference between the annular and spot systems is not particular to the light + horizontal cell system, but could also be seen in the light + ganglion cell system (to be described later) and the ERG (7; unpublished observation cell system is slower than -the annular h1 both -latencywise and frequencywise.
Nevertheless, it is surprising that the spot h1 for the ganglion cell discharge, which is assumed to represent the local or center mechanism, has a longer delay than the annular h1 which involves a lateral spread through the S space in its propagation (through the bipolar cells) to the ganglion cell. In other retinas where measurements were made, the center mechanism has always been reported to be faster, or at least as fast as the surround mecha nism (for refer 'ences see part III, ref 10 9 and 10 shows that the spot responses are slower than the annular responses, a fact also predicted from the waveform of the spot and annular h,'s ( Fig. 7) and clearly exhibited by the power spectrum analysis. Therefore, it is concluded that the fastness (latencywise and frequencywise) of a ganglion cell discharge is not so much an innate characteristic of a given ganglion cell but depends on the kind of neuron chain leading to a particular response in the cell. It is not known yet if this is also the case with the bipolar cell responses but evidence has already been presented above showing that the spot response of the horizontal cell is slower than the annular response.
Comparison of h,'s and frequency spectra
Inspection of the hz kernels (Figs. 2, 8 , and 11) reveals the characteristics of the second-order nonlinearities in the neural chains under study. Those subsystems leading to production of the ganglion cell discharge show a positive peak near the diagonal in their h,'s while the hz of the light + horizontal cell system shows a negative peak on the diagonal. We also note that peaks in the hz's in the light + horizontal or horizontal + ganglion cell systems appear closer to the origin while those in the light + ganglion cell systems appear farther away from the origin (and broader). These latter characteristics also reflect the differences in latencies and frequency responses of these systems. Figure 13 shows the response power spectra of the different catfish retinal neuronal chains as obtained from experiments in a single preparation. It is noted that the horizontal + ganglion cell system is fastest with a cutoff frequency around 12 Hz. System light (spot) + ganglion cell is considerably slower than system light (annulus) -3 ganglion cell with cutoff frequencies around 6 and 10 Hz, respectively. System light (spot) + ganglion cell is also co,nsiderably more overdamped. The power spectrum of system light (field) + horizontal cell reveals a cutoff at about 10 Hz and con- siderable more damping. In view of these results the following important conclusion is drawn: the receptor-horizontal cell stages are the limiting subsystems as to the frequency response (discrimination of signal variations in time) of the annular (surround) response in the catfish receptive field.
SUMMARY
One-input, one-output neural sys terns, which are responsible for the production of the receptive-field response components in the catfish retina, have been experimentally analyzed through white-noise stimulation. Nonlinear models of these have been obtained which can synthesize with good accuracy the experimentally observed response.
Some characteristics for system light + horizontal cell, as revealed by the obtained characterizations are: a) the system is nearly linear (within a dynamic range of 1.6 log units), with small nonlinearities which are persistent even for "small signals"; b) latency decreases with increasing average intensity; c) the system becomes faster responding (frequencywise) and underdamped at higher mean light levels; d) the annular response has a higher gain and horizontal cell + ganglion cell; light (spot) + ganglion cell (local mechanism); light (annulus) + ganglion cell (integrating mechanism); light (field) + ganglion cell.
Some system characteristics revealed by these models are : a) the two types (A and B) of horizontal cell + ganglion cell systems have similar but complementary characteristics; b) the light -3 ganglion cell systems are strongly nonlinear, acting as a lowpass (spot) or band-pass (annulus) filter in the type A field, and with complementary response polari ties in the type B field;
